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ABSTRACT
Port wine stain (PWS) is a congenital, progressive vascular malformation of human skin. Presently, all PWS patients are treated using single cryogen spurt and single laser pulse exposure (SCS-SLP), which does not produce complete lesion blanching in the vast majority of patients. In this study, the feasibility of applying multiple cryogen spurts intermittently with multiple laser pulse exposures (MCS-MLP) is studied numerically. Laser therapy of PWS was simulated with finite element heat diffusion and Monte Carlo light distribution models. Epidermal and thermal damage of PWS blood vessels of various diameters (50 – 130 μm) were calculated with an Arrhenius-type kinetic model. The results show that the proposed MCS-MLP approach can provide sufficient epidermal protection while at the same time achieving higher core intravascular temperatures over longer periods of time. PWS patients may benefit from the MCS-MLP approach, depending on PWS vessels diameter.

INTRODUCTION
Port wine stain (PWS) is a congenital, progressive vascular malformation of human skin. The pulsed dye laser produces reasonably good results in a select population of PWS patients due to its ability to destroy cutaneous blood vessels selectively. However, non-specific absorption by epidermal melanin competes for absorption of laser radiation in subsurface target chromophores. If not controlled, high epidermal temperatures can lead to blistering, dyspigmentation or scarring and thus limit the laser radiant exposure that can be safely applied. An important approach to the aforementioned problem is to cool the most superficial layers of the skin selectively with cryogen spurt, which has led to improved therapeutic outcome of PWS and other vascular lesions [1-8]. However, the current approach with single cryogen spurt and single laser pulse exposure (SCS-SLP) does not produce complete lesion blanching in the vast majority of patients [9]. The principal reason is that heat generation within large PWS vessels is constrained to the upper portion thereof because the light penetration depth is too short in blood at the wavelengths (585-595 nm) currently used for therapy. Multiple cryogen spurts applied intermittently with multiple laser pulse exposures (MCS-MLP) has the potential to gradually heat up the targeted PWS vessels while at the same time maintaining the epidermal temperature below its threshold for damage.

Previous studies [10, 11] have proven the utility of applying intermittent cryogen spurts along with continuous laser irradiation to cause deeper tissue photoacoagulation using a Nd:YAG laser (λ=1064 nm). A subsequent study by Verkruysse et al [12] introduced a mathematical model that supports the use of multiple laser pulses as a means to target optically shielded blood vessels, which fail to respond to the current approach of a single laser pulse. Using a finite difference heat diffusion and multilayer Monte Carlo light distribution numerical model, Aguilar et al [13] investigated the possibility of using the MCS-MLP to overcome the excessive epidermal heating during high fluence therapeutic procedures of SCS-SLP approach. In that model, the skin was simulated as four layers and vessels were simulated as a homogeneous distribution of blood. In the present study, a more realistic multiple cylindrical blood vessels model of PWS skin is used to investigate the effect of MCS-MLP as a function of skin type and size of the blood vessels. Moreover, experimentally determined dynamic heat flux (q") induced by a cryogen spurt [14] was used as the thermal boundary condition required in the simulation of cryogen spurt-assisted laser therapy of PWS.

NUMERICAL MODELS
The numerical models illustrated in Figure 1 have three main components: a Monte Carlo (MC) light distribution model, a finite-element solution to the heat-conduction equation, and an Arrhenius rate process integral to calculate thermal damage. The MC model simulates light transport in human skin to produce energy deposition per unit time per unit skin volume during laser pulse exposure, S(r, z, t), where r and z are lateral and depth dimensions, respectively. The thermal diffusion model simulates heat transfer in human skin during cooling, pulsed laser exposure and thermal relaxation phase to compute the time-dependent temperature distribution within human skin. The Arrhenius rate process model simulates tissue denaturation to predict epidermal thermal damage and blood
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photoocoagulation. Each of these models is described in detail below.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the numerical models.

The MC model used in this study was developed by Keijzer et al. [15-17] and the details will not be repeated here. The skin is modeled by two infinitely wide layers representing the epidermis and dermis of 50 μm and 950–1450 μm thicknesses, respectively (see Figure 2). Vessels with six different diameters, ranging from 50-130 μm are placed in the dermis 300–500 μm below the skin surface. The distribution of the vessels shown in Figure 2 is extended infinitely to the left and right. We simulate an incident laser beam of infinite diameter, which is a good approximation for the spot size in current clinical use [16, 18]. The wavelength in our simulation is 532 nm rather than 585 or 595 nm because the prototype laser capable of operating at the high repetition rate required to increase the vessels temperature with successive laser pulses is a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. The optical properties at 532 nm for each skin component [19] are listed in Table 1. In a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. The optical properties at 532 nm for each skin component [19] are listed in Table 1. In our simulation, melanin is homogeneously distributed in the epidermis and the volume fraction is 5 and 10%, which approximately correspond to lightly and moderately pigmented patients, respectively. Blood is represented by the optical properties of hemoglobin (Hb). We assume the hematocrit is 40% and the hemoglobin is distributed homogeneously in the vessel.

Fig. 2: Geometries of human skin model with discrete PWS blood vessels.

Table 1: Optical properties of various skin components used in the Monte Carlo model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin component</th>
<th>μs (1/cm)</th>
<th>μt (1/cm)</th>
<th>g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidermis</td>
<td>27, 54</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermis</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two-dimensional transient heat-conduction equation

\[ \kappa \nabla^2 T(r, z, t) + S(r, z) = \rho c \frac{\partial T(r, z, t)}{\partial t} \]  

is solved with a finite element method (FEM) using a commercial package, FEMLAB®. Heat transfer owing to blood perfusion was neglected because that effect is not important on the short time scales (i.e., hundreds of milliseconds) used in this study [20]. The thermal properties of skin [14, 21] used in this model are listed in Table 2. The heat-source term, S, is present only during pulsed laser exposure, t_p. A constant initial temperature of 35°C is used for the entire tissue volume. Adiabatic boundary conditions are applied at z = ±∞ and r = ±∞. At the surface of the skin model, the thermal boundary condition changes with time. During the effective cooling period of cryogen spurt (spurt duration plus cryogen residual time), the experimentally determined heat flux is used [14]. After exposure of the last laser pulse, a natural convection heat transfer coefficient of 10 W/(m²·°C) and an ambient temperature of 25°C are used.

Table 2: Thermal properties of various skin components used in the heat transfer model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin component</th>
<th>κ (W/m·K)</th>
<th>ρ (kg/m³)</th>
<th>c (J/kg·K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidermis</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermis</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To account for the latent heat of vaporization of tissue water during laser irradiation, c in Eq.2 is replaced by (c + ΔAH). ΔH is the latent heat of vaporization, and D is defined as a normalized Gaussian pulse (having unity integral), according to the following equation:

\[ D = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi} T^2} \exp\left(\frac{-(T - T_o)^2}{4T^2}\right) \]  

where T_o is the temperature at which the rate of water vaporization maximizes and ΔT is the half width of the temperature interval between the start, and the end, of vaporization. In our simulation, T_o is 108°C to account for the blood superheat before vaporization and ΔT = 2.5°C is selected arbitrarily.

The Arrhenius rate process integral is used to quantify tissue thermal damages:

\[ \Omega(r, z, t) = \int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \frac{C_r(r, z, t)}{C_n(r, z, t)} \exp\left(\frac{-\Delta E}{RT(r, z, t)}\right) dt \]  

where C_n is the remaining concentration of native tissue at exposure time t, τ is the total procedure time, and R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/(mole·K)). We use the values A = 1.8 x 10^{31} s^{-1} and ΔE = 327,000 J/mole for bulk skin [22] and A = 7.6 x 10^{30} s^{-1} and ΔE = 455,000 J/mole for blood [23]. Calculations of Ω are maintained for a period of time after laser irradiation until thermal damage accumulation has ceased.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Simulated Temperature Distribution

For the SCS-SLP simulation, we assume a SCS of 100 ms followed by a SLP of 1 ms. For MCS-MLP, we also assume an initial cryogen spurt of 100 ms followed by a sequence of six 1 ms MLP and five 49 ms MCS applied intermittently, which effectively provide a repetition rate of 20 Hz. The assumed
melanin volume fraction (MVF) in the epidermis is 10% (which represents a moderately pigmented skin type patient), blood vessels are located 300 µm below the surface and laser fluence is 3.5 J/cm² for both SLP and MLP.

Since the epidermal-dermal junction (basal layer) is the region that requires the most effective thermal protection, we show in Figure 3a the temperature variation with time at \(z = 50\) µm. As a representative of the intravascular core temperature we show in Figure 3b the temperature variation with time at the center of an 130 µm diameter vessel (\(z = 300\) µm). Note that the epidermal-dermal junction remains below 70°C because MCS remove epidermal heat fast enough avoiding excessive epidermal damage [14]. Meanwhile, the vessel center temperature is consistently increased with each consecutive laser pulse. Figure 4 shows the temperature profiles across the center of an 80 µm diameter blood vessel as a function of depth at the end of the first and sixth laser pulse. It is shown clearly that the temperature in the epidermis is maintained below a threshold temperature of 70°C while the temperatures in the top portion of the blood vessel are maintained at \(T_B\) for both. However, blood vessels are heated more uniformly with MLP.

![Figure 3: Temperature variation with time at the basal layer (a) and center of 130 µm diameter vessel (b)](image)

**Figure 3:** Temperature variation with time at the basal layer (a) and center of 130 µm diameter vessel (b) MVF = 10%; PWS depth, 300 µm; laser repetition rate, 20 Hz, 3.5 J/cm², 1.5 ms.

Simulated Photo-Coagulation

A color map of calculated \(\Omega\) values for model skin using the Arrhenius rate process integral with SCS-SLP is shown in Figure 5. The MVF, PWS vessel depth, cooling and laser parameters are the same as above. The scale of \(\Omega\) is set from zero to four to make the color map easy to read because \(\Omega = 4\) already corresponds to a 98% decrease from the original total of undamaged tissue constituents. The damage threshold for tissue necrosis is selected as \(\Omega = 1\) (a 63% decrease from the original total of undamaged tissue constituents). It can be seen there is no sign of epidermal injury at a laser fluence of 3.5 J/cm². However, if laser fluence is increased to 4.0 J/cm², epidermal injury is predicted by our simulation (not shown). As for blood vessel damage, we need to define a criterion to assess irreversible vessel damage. Previous theoretical models used threshold average temperature of 70°C to predict vessel necrosis [24]. However, in vitro laser irradiation of whole blood showed that blood coagulation occurs at 80-90°C [25]. Instead of a threshold average temperature, the area ratio of coagulated blood to total blood in the vessel \((r_c)\) is selected to assess irreversible vessel damage. If this ratio is higher than 64%, we assume the vessel is destroyed irreversibly [26].

![Figure 5: Color map of calculated \(\Omega\) values for the model skin with SCS-SLP, MVF = 10%; PWS depth, 300 µm.](image)

**Figure 5:** Color map of calculated \(\Omega\) values for model skin with SCS-SLP, MVF = 10%; PWS depth, 300 µm.

Figure 6 shows \(r_c\) for vessels of different diameters with SCS-SLP and MCS-MLP. The laser fluence was 3.5 J/cm² for both simulations and no epidermal injury is predicted. It can be
seen that $r_c$ for large vessels (> 80 μm diameter) increase substantially from an average of 6% for SCS-SLP to 57% for MCS-MLP. Based on the damage criterion we assumed, vessels of diameter less than 50 μm are destroyed irreversibly with SCS-SLP. However, treatable vessel diameter increases to 80 μm with MCS-MLP.

Figure 6: $r_c$ for vessels of different diameters with SCS-SLP and MCS-MLP, MVF = 10%; PWS depth, 300 μm.

Figure 7 shows $r_c$ for vessels of different diameters with SCS-SLP and MCS-MLP when the MVF is 5%, which represents a light skin type patient. Depth of PWS vessels is 500 μm. The laser fluence was 5 J/cm² (the maximum allowed to avoid epidermal injuries for both simulations). It can be seen that $r_c$ for large vessels (> 80 μm diameter) increase nearly 2 times from an average of 47% for SCS-SLP to 88% for MCS-MLP. Based on the damage criterion we assumed, vessels of diameter less than 80 μm are destroyed irreversibly with SCS-SLP. However, treatable vessel diameter increases to 130 μm with MCS-MLP.
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Figure 7: $r_c$ for vessels of different diameters with SCS-SLP and MCS-MLP, MVF = 5%; PWS depth, 500 μm.

Discussions

Our numerical results show that the temperature in the top portion of the blood vessel is maintained at $T_b$ for both SLIP and MLP. The reason is that significant vaporization of water in blood is assumed to occur at $T_b$. Blood temperature will exceed $T_b$ only after all water is vaporized. Although the actual $T_b$ is not known, it is likely that it is higher than what we assumed because the very high heating rate and pressure increase in confined vessels. One piece of experimental evidence is that blood temperature reached 150°C before significant explosive vaporization occurred during open-cuvette pulsed laser irradiation of whole blood [25]. In fact, higher $T_b$ would favor the MCS-MLP approach because the gap between $T_b$ and the maximum blood temperature with SLP would be enlarged and higher blood temperature could be achieved with MLP before it reaches $T_b$.

The effect of MCS-MLP on laser therapeutic outcome depends greatly on PWS blood vessel morphology. Qualitatively, MCS-MLP will improve the therapeutic outcome of a PWS lesion with large ectatic vessels. Quantitative prediction of the therapeutic outcome with MCS-MLP can only be reached when the criterion to assess irreversible PWS vessel damage is well defined. Therefore, further experimental validation and clinical studies of the MCS-MLP are urgently needed to assess the role of such an approach to the clinical management of patients with PWS.

CONCLUSIONS

Using heat diffusion, light distribution, and thermal damage computational models, it is shown that multiple-intermittent cryogen spurts and laser pulses (MCS-MLP approach) could provide sufficient epidermal protection while, at the same time, achieve higher core intravascular temperatures over longer periods of time. PWS patients may benefit from the MCS-MLP approach, depending on PWS vessels diameter. The validity of the MCS-MLP approach should be eventually confirmed through clinical trials and histological characterization.
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